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Abstract—Today’s applications generate a large amount of data
that need to be processed by learning algorithms. In practice,
the majority of the data are not associated with any labels.
Unsupervised learning, i.e., clustering methods, are the most
commonly used algorithms for data analysis. However, running
clustering algorithms on traditional cores results in high energy
consumption and slow processing speed due to a large amount
of data movement between memory and processing units. In
this paper, we propose DUAL, a Digital-based Unsupervised
learning AcceLeration, which supports a wide range of popular
algorithms on conventional crossbar memory. Instead of working
with the original data, DUAL maps all data points into high-
dimensional space, replacing complex clustering operations with
memory-friendly operations. We accordingly design a PIM-based
architecture that supports all essential operations in a highly
parallel and scalable way. DUAL supports a wide range of
essential operations and enables in-place computations, allowing
data points to remain in memory. We have evaluated DUAL
on several popular clustering algorithms for a wide range of
large-scale datasets. Our evaluation shows that DUAL provides
a comparable quality to existing clustering algorithms while
using a binary representation and a simplified distance metric.
DUAL also provides 58.8× speedup and 251.2× energy efficiency
improvement as compared to the state-of-the-art solution running
on GPU.

Index Terms—Processing in-memory, Unsupervised learning,
Hyperdimensional computing, Algorithm-hardware co-design

I. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT), sensory
and embedded devices generate massive data streams and
demand services that pose huge technical challenges due to
limited device resources. Today IoT applications analyze raw
data by running machine learning algorithms. Since the majority
of data generated are not associated with any labels, clustering
algorithms are the most popular learning methods used for
data analysis [1]. Clustering algorithms are unsupervised and
have applications in many fields including machine learning,
pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval,
bioinformatics, data compression, and computer graphics [2]–
[5]. These algorithms are used to group a set of objects into
different classes, so that objects within the same class are
similar to each other. The process of clustering datasets involves
heavy computations as most algorithms need to calculate
pairwise distances between all the points in the dataset [6]–[8].

Running clustering algorithms with large datasets on con-
ventional processors results in high energy consumption and
slow processing speed. Although new processor technology has
evolved to serve computationally complex tasks more efficiently,

data movement costs between the processor and memory
still hinder the higher efficiency of application performance.
Processing in-memory (PIM) is a promising solution to
accelerate applications with a large amount of parallelism [9]–
[16]. Several recent works have explored the advantage of PIM-
based architectures to accelerate supervised learning algorithms
such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [17], [18]. These
approaches mostly use PIM architecture as a dot product engine
to perform the vector-matrix multiplication involved in the
DNN computation.

There are three main challenges in using existing PIM
architectures to accelerate clustering algorithms: (i) the main
operations involved in clustering algorithms are pairwise
distance computation, e.g., Euclidean distance, and similarity
search which cannot be supported entirely by existing PIM
architectures [16]. (ii) Most existing PIM architectures are
analog-based [15], [17], [18]; thus they use Digital-to-Analog
Converter (DAC) blocks to transfer data to the analog domain
for the computation and Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
to transfer it back to the digital domain. In the existing PIM
architectures, the DAC/ADC blocks are dominating the total
chip power/area, e.g., 98% of DNN accelerators [18], resulting
in very low throughput/area. (iii) They require separate storage
and computing memory units, resulting in a large amount of
internal data movements. This not only reduces the computation
efficiency but also affects the design scalability.

In this work, we present a digital-based PIM architecture,
called DUAL, which accelerates a wide range of popular
clustering algorithms on conventional crossbar memory. DUAL
supports all essential clustering operations in memory, in a
parallel and scalable way. DUAL eliminates the necessity of
using any ADC/DAC blocks and addresses the internal data
movement. The main contributions are listed as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, DUAL is the first digital-
based processing in-memory architecture that acceler-
ates unsupervised learning tasks. In contrast to the existing
PIM designs, DUAL enables all PIM computation on digital
data stored in memory. This eliminates the necessity of using
ADC/DAC blocks, providing high throughput/area. DUAL
is also the first PIM architecture that support digital search-
based Hamming distance computing.

• Instead of working on the original data, DUAL maps all
data points into high-dimensional space enabling the
main clustering operations to process in a hardware-
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical Clustering Overview.

friendly way. DUAL proposes a novel non-linear encoder
that preserves the similarity of the neighbor values in high
dimensional space. This encoding simplifies the distance
similarity metric from Euclidean to Hamming distance.

• We design a PIM architecture that accelerates various
clustering algorithms on conventional crossbar memory.
DUAL performs in-place computation in a highly parallel
and scalable way, where the data points can be processed
without transferring between the storage and computing
blocks. Therefore, it eliminates internal data movements
between memory blocks. The proposed solution supports a
wide range of essential clustering operations, e.g., in-memory
distance computations and the nearest search, which can be
programmed in high-level languages.

We have evaluated DUAL efficiency on several popular clus-
tering algorithms and a wide range of large-scale datasets. Our
evaluations show that DUAL provides a comparable quality of
clustering to the baseline clustering algorithms. In terms of
efficiency, DUAL provides 58.8× speedup and 251.2× energy
efficiency improvement as compared to the state-of-the-art
solution running on NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU. Enabling 1%
and 2% lower quality of clustering, DUAL speeds up the
computation to 72.5× and 87.4× respectively.

II. BACKGROUND

Clustering algorithms categorize data points based on the
similarity between them in the space. These algorithms use dif-
ferent metrics to compute pairwise distance. Euclidean distance
is a commonly used metric in most of the clustering algorithms
such as K-means and hierarchical clustering [19]–[21]. Here we
provide a detailed explanation of hierarchical clustering, one
of the most popular and complex clustering algorithms [22]–
[26] as an example. In Section VI-C, we explain how DUAL
accelerates other popular clustering algorithms.

Hierarchical clustering is a class of clustering algorithms
that start out with each data point being their own cluster [27]
and then iterates over the data until only one cluster remains. In
each iteration, two clusters are combined, hence reducing the
number of clusters by one and so we have to iterate n (size of
data set) times to finish clustering. This method of clustering
has a time complexity of O(n3) with space complexity of
O(n2) and hence is both compute and memory-bound as the
size of the data set used in clustering increases. Figure 1
presents a high-level overview of hierarchical clustering. The
first part of the algorithm uses a distance metric to find
pairwise distances between all points in the dataset. State-of-the-
art implementations of hierarchical clustering use Euclidean
distance for pairwise distance computation [24], [28], [29].
After creating the pairwise distance matrix, we iterate through
all values in the matrix and find the pair of data points with
the minimum distance. Then, it merges these selected data
points into a single cluster. Finally, the algorithm updates the

Fig. 2. Overview of DUAL platform accelerating clustering algorithms.

distance of the merged data points with respect to all other
clusters based on an updated policy.

There are several different linkages to update the distance
matrix: single-linkage, complete-linkage, average-linkage, and
ward-linkage [30]. For disjoint clusters ai,a j, and ak with sizes
si,s j, and sk, the linkages are defined as follows:

Single− linkage : d(ai∪a j,ak) = Min[d(ai,ak),d(a j,ak)]

Complete− linkage : d(ai∪a j,ak) = Max[d(ai,ak),d(a j,ak)]

Average−linkage : d(ai∪a j,ak)=
si×d(ai,ak)+ s j×d(a j,ak)

si + s j

The state-of-the-art algorithms are using Ward-linkage to
update the pairwise distance matrix [31].
d(ai∪a j,ak) =C1×d(ai,ak)+C2×d(a j,ak)−C3×d(ai,a j)

C1 =
si + sk

si + s j + sk
; C2 =

s j + sk

si + s j + sk
; C3 =

sk

si + s j + sk

We call C1, C2, and C3 as Ward’s coefficients. The clustering
algorithm continues by iteratively finding the next two closet
clusters in the distance matrix and merging them into a cluster.

III. DUAL OVERVIEW

In this paper, we propose DUAL, a novel platform to accel-
erate unsupervised learning in a fully digital PIM architecture.
Figure 2a shows an overview of DUAL framework consisting of
an HD-Mapper and a digital-based PIM accelerator. Instead of
working on original data, our architecture maps all data points
to long-size binary vectors. This data mapping replaces complex
clustering operations with hardware friendly operations. DUAL
also exploits the resistive characteristics of Non-Volatile
Memory (NVM), in particular memristor devices [32], [33], to
support all necessary clustering operations in memory.

A. HD-Mapper

The goal of the HD-Mapper is to encode data points into
high-dimensional vectors, called hypervector, such that the
data can keep their similarity using a PIM-friendly Hamming
distance metric. The HD-Mapper can be a Locality Sensitive
Hashing (LSH) or any other encoding function [34]–[37].
There are several approaches based on Hyperdimensional (HD)
computing to perform the encoding functionality. However,
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Fig. 3. HD-mapper: encoding data points into high-dimensional space.

all existing approaches linearly map each input feature into
the hyperspace [38]–[40]. In contrast, we propose HD-mapper
that explicitly considers non-linear interactions between input
features. The proposed encoding is inspired by the Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernel trick method [41], [42]. The
underlying idea of HD-mapper is that data that is not linearly
separable in original dimensions, might be linearly separable
in higher dimensions. Consider certain functions K(x,y) which
are equivalent to the dot product in a different space, such that
K(x,y) = Φ(x) ·Φ(y), where Φ(·) is often a function for high
dimensional projection. The RBF or Gaussian Kernel is the
most popular kernel:

K(x,y) = e
−||x−y||2

2σ2

We can take advantage of this implicit mapping by replacing
their decision function with a weighted sum of kernels:

f (·) =
N

∑
i=0

ciK(·,xi)

where (xi,yi) is the training data sample, and the cis are constant
weights. The study in [41] showed that the inner product can
efficiently approximate Radial Basis Function kernel:

K(x,y) = Φ(x) ·Φ(y)≈ z(x) · z(y)
The Gaussian kernel function can now be approximated by the
dot product of two vectors, z(x) and z(y).

Figure 3 shows our encoding procedure. Let us con-
sider an encoding function that maps a feature vector F =
{ f1, f2, . . . , fm}, with m features ( fi ∈ R) to a hypervector
H = {h1, h2, . . . , hD} with D dimensions (hi ∈ {0,1}). We
generate each dimension of encoded data by calculating a dot
product of feature vector with a randomly generated vector as
hi = cos(Bi ·F), where Bi is a randomly generated vector from
a Gaussian distribution (mean µ = 0 and standard deviation
σ = 1) with the same dimensionality of the feature vector. The
random vectors {B1,B2, · · · ,BD} can be generated once offline
and then can be used for the rest of the classification task
(Bi ∈ Rm). After this step, each element, hi of a hypervector
H, has a non-binary value. We prefer binary hypervectors
for computation efficiency. We thus obtain the final encoded
hypervector by binarizing it with a sign function (H′= sign(H))
where the sign function assigns all positive hypervector
dimensions to ‘1’ and zero/negative dimensions to ‘0’. The
encoded hypervector stores the information of each original
data point with D bits. HD-Mapper gives an analytical model to
estimate the required dimensionality of the encoder depending
on the number of data points and the number of clusters. The
discussion about this estimation is out of the scope of our paper.
More information can be found by looking at the amount of
orthogonal information that each hypervector can store in the

HD space [43].

B. DUAL Accelerator

The second module is a digital-based PIM architecture that
enables parallel encoding and clustering computation over the
encoded hypervectors stored in memory. Unlike prior PIM
designs that use large ADC/DAC blocks for analog comput-
ing [15], [17], [18], DUAL performs all clustering computations
on the digital data stored in memory. This eliminates ADC/DAC
blocks, resulting in high throughput/area and scalability. DUAL
uses two blocks for performing the computation; a data block
and a distance block. The data block stores the encoded data
points and computes pairwise similarity using a row-parallel
Hamming distance computation. Each distance/data block
supports the following set of operations (shown in Figure 2b):
(i) search-based operations: row parallel Hamming distance
computation and nearest search. (ii) Arithmetic operations:
row-parallel addition, multiplication and division.

Figure 2c,d shows how DUAL maps hierarchical clustering
into PIM acceleration. In each iteration, DUAL computes the
Hamming distance of each data point with all stored data points
in all data blocks using the row-parallel search operation and
the result is written in a distance memory. After computing
all pairwise distances, DUAL performs the search for the
nearest value over the distance matrix. Our design supports the
nearest search operation in a row-parallel way. Next, DUAL
clusters the two data points with the highest similarity and
then updates the relative distance of all other data points with
the clustered nodes. The distance update is computed using
linear arithmetic operations, e.g., addition, multiplication, which
can be performed in a row-parallel way in the update block
(Figure 2c,d). The updated distance vectors will be written back
into the corresponding row/column of the distance block. DUAL
continues computation by iteratively finding and clustering data
points with the closest distance. DUAL exploits the supported
PIM operations to perform clustering tasks where data is already
stored in memory. DUAL also uses interconnects to enable bit-
serial/row-parallel data transfer between the data and distance
blocks. This eliminates the overhead of internal data movement
between the data and distance blocks (Figure 2c,d).

IV. DUAL SUPPORTED OPERATIONS

A. Search/Similarity Computation

The exact search is one of the native operations supported by
crossbar memory. During the search, the crossbar memory gets
the configuration of a Content Addressable Memory (CAM),
where each CAM cell is represented using two memristor
devices (0T-2R) [44], [45]. These devices store complementary
values. During the search, a row-driver of the CAM block pre-
charges all CAM rows (match-lines:MLs) to supply voltage
(Vdd). The search operation starts by loading the input query
into the vertical bit-lines (BLs) connected to all CAM rows.
Similar to CAM cells, each input query is represented using two
complementary bits. Consider a CAM cell (shown in Figure 4a),
if a query input matches with the stored value in the CAM
cell, the ML will stay charged. However, in case of a mismatch
between the CAM cell and the query data, the CAM starts
discharging the ML. Conventionally, CAM blocks exploit the
ML discharging current to enable the exact search operation.
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Fig. 4. DUAL operations: search-based and arithmetic

Here, we modify the CAM block to enable Hamming distance
computation and nearest search in a parallelized way. Note
that although there are several work used NVM-based CAM
to support the nearest absolute search functionalities [39], [46],
DUAL is the first digital-based PIM architecture that supports
Hamming computing without using costly ADC blocks.

1) Hamming Distance Computation: Figure 4b shows the
architecture of the modified CAM block. Our design exploits
the timing characteristic of ML discharging current in order
to detect the Hamming distance of each CAM row with an
input query. The search sense amplifier, “CAM SA” shown in
Figure 4b, samples the ML current in different time stamps and
finds the number of mismatches depending on the cycle that the
ML voltage is dropped. Note that during Hamming computing,
the detector circuit, shown in Figure 4b, is deactivated (En= 0).
More mismatches between a query and CAM row results in a
faster-discharging current of ML. ML discharging current does
not change linearly with the number of mismatches when the
search is performed on a long row with too many cells. As
Figure 4c shows, when we search on a row with a 4-bit length,
we can detect the difference between 2-bits, 3-bits, and 4-bits
mismatching by sampling ML in linear time (200ps). However,
considering a 7-bit CAM row, the mismatches of 6-bits and 7-
bits are happening much faster than 2-bits to 3-bits. This limits
the maximum possible bit-search parallelism to 4-bits using
linear search. In contrast, we propose a non-linear sampling
time, shown in Figure 4c, which enables DUAL to search up
to 7-bits in parallel.

To enable fast Hamming distance computation, the distance
result should be written in a row-parallel way on the distance
memory block. This requires translating sampling time to
a Hamming distance and writing it into the distance block.
However, this approach requires an extra processing step. Here,
we present an approach that enables the result of the 7-bit
Hamming distance search to be written in the distance memory
in a single cycle. Our approach assigns a single 3-bit counter
to each memory block, where the counter value increments
with the same clock used for the search sampling. Depending
on the discharge CAM rows in each sampling time, DUAL
activates corresponding rows of the distance memory. Finally,
DUAL writes the counter value on all selected rows in the

distance block. Write operation happens in a row-parallel way,
where all activated rows will get counter values in a single
write cycle.

The write latency in the non-volatile memory is slower
than the search operation frequency (1ns write latency vs.
200ps/100ps search sample). Therefore, to provide high
throughput, we use a 7-bit register next to each data block
in order to store the sampling time that each row has been
discharged. After the Hamming distance computation, DUAL
sequentially activates the rows of distance block (depending
on the values stored in each column of the buffer), and
accordingly writes the counter values to them. DUAL performs
the Hamming distance computation serially on 7-bits windows.
The result of distance computation will be written as D/7
values of 3-bits on the distance memory (shown in Figure 4b).

2) Nearest Value Search: In the Hamming distance op-
eration, DUAL computes the actual distance value of query,
rather than finding a row with the nearest Hamming distance.
However, the second popular clustering operation is to find
a row that has the nearest distance to query data. In this
search, the memory stores integer/fixed-point values, thus
bits in different positions have different weights. To consider
the impact of each bit indices, we weight different bitlines
by connecting them to different bitline voltages. During the
search, the most significant bits (MSBs) are assigned to a
higher voltage than bits in lower positions (shown in Figure 4d,
V1 = 0.8V , V2 = 0.4V , V3 = 0.2V , V4 = 0.1V ). By adjusting
the bitline voltages, we enable a 4-bit parallel search operation.
In a nominal voltage/process technology, we can increase the
number of bits up to 8-bits. However, considering variations in
voltage and process technology, 4-bit parallel search provides
enough noise margin, ensuring exact nearest search computation
over 5000 Monte-carlo simulations (considering 10% variations
in technology and memristor values).

Assume a CAM block storing m bit integer numbers. The
search for the nearest value starts from four MSBs. The first
row that discharges the ML is the row which has the highest
similarity with query data. Each discharging match-line flows
a current into a detector circuit (shown in Figure 4b). In this
mode, the detector circuit is activated (En = 1), and it has
two responsibilities: (i) it stops the search operation by pre-
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charging all match-lines to Vdd voltage, and (ii) it transfers the
discharged rows to the output stage. The activated rows at the
end of the search cycle (500ps) have the nearest distance to the
query data. Depending on the row with the highest matches,
DUAL activated those rows of the memory and continues the
search operation on the next 4-bits. This sequential search
increases the weight of the bits in the MSB as compared to the
bit located in a lower stage. The search continues over all the
bits, ending up with a single activated row in the last stage.

B. Row-Parallel PIM-based Arithmetic

DUAL supports arithmetic operations directly on digital
data stored in memory without reading them out of sense
amplifiers [16], [47]–[52]. Our design exploits the memristor
switching characteristic to implement NOR gates in digital
memory [16], [48]. DUAL selects two or more columns of
the memory as input NOR operands by connecting them to
ground voltage (Shown in Figure 4e). Next, DUAL connects
the bitline corresponding to the output of NOR operation to a
write voltage (V0). In addition, all output memristors located
in the output column are initialized to RON in the beginning.
To execute NOR in a row, an execution voltage, V0, is applied
at the p terminals of the inputs while the p terminal of the
output memristor is grounded, as shown in Figure 4e. During
NOR computation, the output memristor is switched from RON
to ROFF when one or more inputs stored ‘1.’ value (RON).
In fact, the low resistance input passes a current through an
output memristor resulting in writing Ro f f value on it. This
NOR computation performs in row-parallel on all the activated
memory rows by the row-driver.

Since NOR is a universal logic gate, it can be used to
implement other logic operations like addition [53] and
multiplication [54]. Our approach also supports division by
approximately modeling it with the multiplication of numerator
and the inverse of denominator [55]. The inversion is computed
by filliping all denominator bits, adding it with 1, and left
shifting of the result [55]. For example, 1-bit addition (inputs
being A,B,C) can be represented in the form of NOR as,

Cout = ((A+B)′+(B+C)′+(C+A)′)′. (1a)
S = (((A′+B′+C′)′+((A+B+C)′+Cout)

′)′)′. (1b)

Here, Cout and S are the generated carry and sum bits
of addition. Also, (A + B +C)′, (A + B)′, and A′ represent
NOR(A,B,C), NOR(A,B), and NOR(A,A) respectively. We
need to reserve extra memory columns for DUAL arithmetic
operations to store intermediate results (discussed in Section V
and Table III). Note that DUAL can also support floating point
arithmetic operations using the same approach shown in [16].
Note that arithmetic operations in DUAL are in general slower
than the corresponding CMOS-based implementations. This is
because memristor devices are slow in switching. However, this
PIM architecture can provide significant speedup with massive
parallelism. For example, DUAL takes the same amount of
time for addition in a single row or all memory rows. However,
the processing time in conventional cores highly depends on
the data size.

V. DUAL IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 5. (a) DUAL encoding in-memory implementation, (b) computation
layout.

A. Encoding Implementation

The computation of the HD-Mapper is vector-matrix multi-
plication between the feature vector and the base vectors. This
is followed by applying the cosine function on the dot-product
result (as explained in Section III-A). DUAL accelerates the
encoding module by performing a row-parallel in-memory
multiplication and addition. Figure 5a shows the structure of
DUAL accelerating encoding module on two crossbar memories:
the first block computes the dot product of the input data
with the base vectors, and the second block applies cosine
functionality on the dot product result. These two blocks
are working in a pipeline, meaning that when the first block
computes the dot product of the ith data point, the second block
computes the cosine similarity of the dot product result of the
i−1th data point. Figure 5b shows the layout of vectors stored
in memory, implementing encoding computation.

Dot product Implementation: DUAL supports row-parallel
arithmetic operations in memory. To execute the encoding using
those operations, we perform multiplication of the input vector
with the transposed base vectors stored in the same memory
block. Figure 5 shows the overview of DUAL accelerating
encoding module. Our design performs a row-parallel write
operation to store multiple copies of a data point in different
memory rows ({ f1, f2, · · · , fm}), where features can be an
integer or fixed-point number with any bitwidth. The row-
parallel write can be performed by activating all memory rows
during the write operation. The same memory block stores all
base vectors ({B1,B2, · · · ,BD}) horizontally in different rows.
For an application, base vectors are fixed; thus they need to be
written in memory block only once. The encoding computation
starts by multiplying each feature column with a corresponding
column of base vectors. We use the reserved memory, shown
in Figure 5b, to perform intermediate arithmetic operations and
store the multiplication results. After covering the multiplication
of all m features, DUAL performs a row-parallel in-memory
addition to accumulate all multiplication results (Y = F ·B).

Cosine Implementation: Next, we apply the cosine function
on the dot product (Y ). DUAL approximates cosine function
by using the first three terms of Taylor expansion. DUAL
sends two copies of the dot product vector to the next memory
block (Block 2 shown in Figure 5b) in a row-parallel/bit-serial
way. Then, it exploits in-memory multiplication to compute
different powers of the product vector (Y 2 and Y 4 shown
in Figure 5). DUAL multiplies the result vectors with the
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Taylor expansion coefficients, which are already pre-stored
in the second memory block. Finally, our model computes
the result of Taylor explanation by performing row-parallel
addition/subtraction between different memory columns. We
consider the inverse of output vector sign-bit as encoded
data with binary representation. Note that DUAL uses the
reserved memory to compute the intermediate results of
Taylor’s expansion.

DUAL is a scalable architecture. If the number of base
vectors exceeds the number of memory rows (D > 1k), we
store the rest of the base vectors in another memory block.If
the number of features exceeds the size of a block bitline, we
compute the dot product results in two neighbor blocks and
aggregate the dot product results before passing it through
cosine function.

B. Pairwise Distance Computation
Encoding is a single-pass process. After encoding, DUAL

starts the clustering task on the encoded data points stored
in memory. DUAL exploits two types of memory blocks for
clustering: (i) data blocks that store the encoded data points
and are responsible for pairwise distance computation, (ii)
distance blocks that store the pairwise distance matrix and
perform the clustering task. DUAL assigns a column of the
distance memory to store a flag bit and another column to
store the size of the cluster ({s1,s2, · · · ,sn}). These sizes are
initially set to 1, as each data point is a separate cluster. Figure 6
shows an overview of mapping Hierarchical clustering to DUAL
hardware. Figure 7 also shows the layout of DUAL operations
performing clustering in memory. Each data block supports
a row-parallel Hamming distance computation (explained in
Section IV-A1). DUAL first computes the distance of the first
encoded data point (a1) with all data stored in the data block
(Figure 6•A ). The Hamming distance computation is performed
serially over 7-bits windows. The distance results will be written
as a 3-bit value in the distance memory. Assuming a data
point with D dimensions, the distance memory stores D/7
3-bit values. DUAL exploits in-memory addition (explained in
Section IV-B) to accumulate all the partial distance values in a
row-parallel way. The results of accumulation are stored in the
same memory block, only using log D bits. Note that when
we compute the Hamming distance of ai to all data points,
we write the maximum value on the diagonal distance well
(d(ai,ai) = D). This write happens after the accumulation of
all 3-bits counters. We continue a similar search operation for
all data points in order to find all pairwise distances.

C. Nearest Cluster
The next step is to compare all distance values stored in

the distance memory and find data points with the highest
similarity. We exploit nearest search functionality (explained
in Section IV-A2) to implement row-parallel minimum search.
Our design starts the search operation in the first column of
the distance memory with valid flag bit set by searching for a
query which is actually the lowest value, i.e., 000...0. Any row
which has the highest similarity to query data is the smallest
value in the column (Figure 6•B ). Next, we perform the same
search operation on other columns of the distance memory
with a valid flag bit set. After each search, DUAL writes a

selected row along with its index in another memory block.
Finally, the nearest search in that memory determines indices
of the closest points.

D. Distance Update
After clustering two data points with the closest distance,

the relative distances of all data points with the merged nodes
need to be updated. DUAL supports all popular linkage distance
update used for clustering algorithms. Here, we first explain
the implementation of the Ward method, which is a popular
and complex update method. Then, we explain how DUAL
supports other linkages using the same operations.
Ward Update: Ward update requires all data points to update
their similarity with the new cluster data points (ai and
a j). Ward update has three coefficients and three distance
values (explained in Section II). Our design first computes
the numerator and denominator of the coefficients by: (i)
performing a row-parallel write of the size of si and s j on two
columns of the coefficient block (Figure 6•C ). This write
in all rows is performed in a single cycle. (ii) since the
weight corresponding to each data point is already stored
in the memory (sK column), we perform row-parallel in-
memory addition to compute X : si + sk and Y : s j + sk,
and Z : si + s j + sk, the numerator and denominator of the
Ward coefficients (Figure 6•D ). (iii) Next, we compute the
coefficients by performing row-parallel in-memory division of
X , Y , and sk with the denominator (Figure 6•E ) (explained in
Section IV-B) .

To compute new distance of all data points to ai∪a j, we
multiply each coefficient column with corresponding column of
the distance memory storing d(ai,ak), d(a j,ak) (Figure 6•F ).
We also multiply the third coefficient (C3), with the distance
of the clustered nodes, d(ai,a j) which has been written in a
row-parallel write on another column of the distance memory
(Figure 6•C ). Finally, we add the first two terms of the Ward
metric and subtract from it the third term stored in the same
memory (Figure 6•G ). The result of this operation is stored in
ith and jth columns of the distance memory. We also update
ith and jth rows of the distance memory. Since these two
nodes are clustered, we only update one of the rows (ith rows
if si > s j), setting si to si + s j and unset the valid flag of s j
(Figure 6•H ).

Figure 7 shows the layout of DUAL operations performing
hierarchical clustering in memory. All DUAL operations
can perform column-wise using row-parallel search-based or
arithmetic operations. Ideally, two memory blocks, i.e., data
and distance blocks, can compute the entire clustering tasks.
In section VI-A, we talk about the scalability of DUAL when
the data size is much larger to fit into those memories.
Other Linkage Updates: DUAL supports single and com-
plete linkage by performing compare operation between two
columns of the distance memory (d(ai,ak) and d(a j,ak)). This
comparison is performed by subtracting the distance vectors in
a row parallel way and looking at the sign bit of the subtracted
vector. Depending on the sign bit, we select one of the distance
values as a relative distance to clustered data points. DUAL
supports average linkage using a similar approach as Ward
linkage. We perform row-parallel write of the si and s j values
and multiply them with the corresponding columns of the
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Fig. 6. Overview of DUAL functionalities supporting hierarchical clustering.

Fig. 7. memory Layout performing clustering.

distance values (d(ai,ak) and d(a j,ak)). Then, DUAL adds the
multiplied vectors and divides the results by si + s j.

VI. DUAL ARCHITECTURE

Figure 8•A shows an overview of the DUAL architecture.
DUAL consists of 64 tiles. Each tile consists of 256 crossbar
memories. Due to the existing challenges of crossbar mem-
ory [56], [57], each memory block is assumed to have a size
of 1k×1k. The memory blocks located in each row of a tile
are connected together using an interconnect. This interconnect
sends the signals from the CAM sense amplifier of the data
block to row drivers of all distance blocks. The interconnect
enables the Hamming distance computation of the data block
to be written in any distance block located in the same row. To
minimize the cost of the interconnect, we enable bit-serial/row-
parallel data transfer which limits the interconnect bandwidth
to 1K-bits. A single 3-bit counter is located at the top of each
crossbar memory. During each sampling cycle of Hamming
distance computation, the interconnects transfer the activate
rows to a destination distance block, and the counter values will
be written in parallel on all the activated rows (Figure 8•B ).

A. Scalability & Parallelism

Figure 8•C shows DUAL configuration when the data points
do not fit in a single memory. DUAL assigns the first block
of each tile row to a data block while others are assigned to
distance block storing the pair-wise distances. DUAL provides
both row-level and block-level parallelism. To enable fast
Hamming computing, our design exploits interconnects to
write the result of distance computation in any distance block
located in the same row. In addition, the bit-serial/row-parallel
data transfer between the neighbor blocks accelerates DUAL
computation (Figure 8•D ). To enable parallelism, DUAL stores
multiple copies of the data blocks in other tiles to perform the
distance computation and clustering in parallel. Although this
approach speeds up the computation, it adds two overheads:
(i) during the clustering, data located in different tiles need
to be aggregated into a single memory block, this results in a

large internal data movement. (ii) In this configuration, DUAL
also requires a larger memory to store repeated data blocks. In
Section VIII-F, we explore the impact of parallelism on DUAL
computation efficiency.

B. DUAL Pipeline
We design a pipeline that enables DUAL to work with

maximum throughput. DUAL has two main phases: Hamming
computing, and clustering. The Hamming computation happens
only once, while the clustering phase repeats iteratively.

Hamming Computing Pipeline: Our pipeline initially
assigns each distance block to store the relative Hamming
distances corresponding to a single point. This starts by writing
the Hamming distances relative to the first data point in the
first distance memory. To maximize the throughput, DUAL
continues the Hamming computing relative of the second data
point and writes the results in the second distance block. At
the same time, the first block accumulates all D/7 partial
distances in order to represent them using logD bits. Typically,
this accumulation is slow; thus the distance computation
continues sequentially in multiple distance blocks until the
first block becomes available. DUAL again uses the remaining
bitlines of the first distance block (1k− logD bits) for distance
computation of the next data points (Figure 8•E ).

Clustering Pipeline: After creating a pairwise distance
matrix, DUAL searches for the index with least Hamming
distance in all distance blocks with valid flag bit set (“Nearest”).
These indices along with the hamming distance are sent to
another memory block which performs a comparison among
the hamming distance to find the minimum distance (“Comp”).
Based on the comparison result, DUAL first computes Ward
coefficients and then transfers the corresponding vectors of
the distance matrix into another block (“Data Transfer”).
Finally, DUAL updates the distance vectors using the moved
distance vectors and the computed Ward coefficients (“Distance
Update”). This process continues iteratively until having one
cluster.

C. Other Clustering on DUAL
DUAL is a general platform that can be used to accelerate

a wide range of unsupervised learning algorithms. A similarity
check is a common operation in most clustering problems.
Here, we explain how DUAL can accelerate other popular
algorithms by using Hamming similarity on the encoded data.

DBSCAN: is another popular clustering algorithm [58]–
[60]. DBSCAN starts the clustering from an initial data point.
For the selected data point, it computes the Hamming distance
with all encoded data points and clusters it to the data point
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Fig. 8. DUAL architectural details, and the pipeline stage supporting Hamming computing and clustering.

Fig. 9. DUAL computation flow accelerating DBSCAN and K-means
algorithm.

with the closest similarity. This clustering happens if the point
with the maximum similarity is within a pre-defined ε distance.
If it is not, DBSCAN selects another initial point and continues
the clustering until merging all close enough points.

We map DBSCAN to DUAL in a very similar way to
hierarchical clustering. Figure 9a shows the computation steps
of DUAL accelerating DBSCAN. Our design stores all encoded
data points in a data block. Then, it computes the Hamming
distance of an initially selected data with all other data points
in a row-parallel way. The partial Hamming distance values
will be written in a distance memory and then accumulates
in order to represent using a single logD bits value. Similar
to hierarchical clustering, DUAL searches for the minimum
Hamming distance value in a distance memory. The controller
checks the distance of the selected point with ε and clusters
selected points if their distance is within an acceptable range.
The clustering happens by simply activating the flag bit of
the clustered point, indicating that the point does not need to
be involved in future similarity checks. The same procedure
repeats by considering the recently clustered data point as a
new clustering query.

K-means: algorithm starts the clustering with a set of
generated cluster centers [61]. The clustering continues by
checking the similarity of each data point with all cluster
centers and assigning it to a cluster with the highest similarity.
The k-means stops the clustering if the changes between the
centers in two consecutive iterations is less than a pre-defined

Algorithm 1: The implementation of DBSCAN
0: centers = vlca¡10000¿[N]
0: (cur p,cur err) = (0, in f inite)
0: while cur err > thres do
0: h dist = hamming(centers[cur p],centers)
0: (idx,vec) = near search(h dist,0)
0: (cur p,cur err) = (idx,vec− centers[cur p])
0: end while=0

ε .
Figure 9b shows the computation steps of DUAL accelerating

k-means. DUAL exploits the same hardware to compute the
distance of centers {c1

1,c
1
2, · · · ,c1

2} to all data points stored
in the data block. The result of distance computation will
be written in all distance blocks (k columns each storing the
distance relative to a center). Since the cluster centers are
usually small, even a single distance block might be enough
to store Hamming distances of all centers with data points
(if k× logD < 1k, where k is the number of centers). For
each data point, DUAL compares the distance values over all
centers using a series of row-parallel subtraction and writes
the index of a center with the minimum distance on the index
buffer. This minimum functionality is implemented in a row-
parallel way by comparing the distance values two-by-two,
starting from their most significant bits. After finding the index
corresponding to all data points, we activate all rows of the data
block corresponding to center 1. DUAL performs in-memory
addition to accumulate the activated rows. In the next iterations,
DUAL accumulates data points corresponding to other centers.
The k accumulated values are the new centers. To stay in the
binary, the controller binarizes the new centers and repeaters
the clustering using the new centers. The controller also checks
for the converges and stops the algorithm if the number of bit
changes of cluster centers in two consecutive iterations is less
than a pre-defined value.

VII. PROGRAMMING SUPPORT

A. Variable-Length Column Array

All DUAL operations (i.e., search and arithmetic) are column-
wise. So, we introduce a family of data structures, Variable-
Length Column Array (VLCA), to represent all operation values
used in DUAL programs. Here, we denote a D-bit VLCA
with N elements as vlca〈D〉[N]. We enable two-dimensional
indexing in VLCA where vlca〈D〉[i][ j] represents jth bit of ii

row in a D-bit vector. VLCA supports slicing indexing which
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TABLE I
PIM INSTRUCTIONS OF DUAL.

Instruction R. Reg. W. Reg.

set_qinput b, <addr>, <size> q
hamm_7 b, c1, c2 -
add/sub/mul/div b, d, c1, c2, c3 -
near_search b, nc, c, q rst, idx
row_mv b1,r1,c1,b2,r2,c2,nr,nc -

enable programmers to extract specific rows/columns from the
whole data. For instance, vlca〈D〉[i : j][n : m] denotes data slice
of nth−mth columns in the ith− jth rows. A VLCA, which
cannot fit in one memory block, is stored across multiple blocks.
Operations on long VLCAs can be broken into multiple parallel
operations over all blocks storing the vector.

B. Built-in Functions

We define several built-int functions as C library for
implementing operations in DUAL using VLCAs as main
operators.
Hamming Computing: hamming(input, re f s) function
computes the Hamming distance between an input vector (input)
and an array of reference vectors (refs). The function has two
parameters, where input is a D-bit vector and re f s has a
format of vlca〈D〉[N]. Calculations of the Hamming distance is
completed by comparing the vectors in a 7-bit windows. Each
7-bit comparison generates 3-bit distance result. The output of
hamming() function has a format of vlca〈3〉[

⌈D
7

⌉
][N].

Row-Parallel Arithmetic: For each of the arithmetic oper-
ations, we use a row-parallel computation in memory. (e.g.
addition(input1, input2)) has two parameters, where both
inputs and the output have the format of vlca〈D〉[N].
Nearest Search: The function near_search(input, target)
is used to finish the nearest search operation. The nearest
search finds the entry in a vlca〈D〉[N] (input) with a value
which is closest to a target D-bit vector (target). The output
of near_search() function consists of the index of the
matched entry as well as the value of the entry.
Row-Parallel Data Transfer: We copy the value of a vector
to another vector by normal assignment statements a = b,
with the same vector dimensionality. Data movements between
VLCAs are processed by the PIM hardware in a row-parallel
way, resulting in a single bit movement for all memory rows.

C. PIM Interface

Algorithm 1 shows the DBSCAN implementation using
DUAL interface. We implement a runtime library to transform
the function calls into DUAL instructions issued through a
custom device driver (listed in Table I). There are several spe-
cialized registers required for these PIM instructions. Registers
starting with b, r, and c store values indicating the memory
location in terms of the block, row, and column respectively.
Register q stores query data. nr and nc represent the number
of rows and columns for the current instruction.

The mapping of the function to the PIM instruction is straight-
forward; to allocate a VLCA, we should find enough space to
store the vectors in consecutive rows. In our implementation,
we exploit a simple management scheme that uses a list of
free blocks with a global allocation table. Once an allocation
is issued, it checks the free block list to return one or multiple

pages with consecutive rows and adds an allocation entry into
the allocation table to store the allocation information including
the address, bit-width, and the number of elements. When an
address is reclaimed, it returns the corresponding blocks to the
list and merges the list items if needed. The more advanced
management scheme (e.g., handling memory fragmentation)
is out of our scope; there exist many solutions for similar
problems, e.g., SSD and persistent memory [62], [63].

D. Application Mapping
In DUAL, a register is located next to each memory that

stores the sequence of operations that needs to be computed on
the memory block. Each register, which acts as a controller for
each memory block, is initialized once using the tile’s controller.
This initialization happens depending on several parameters
including: clustering algorithm, number of pipeline stages,
dimensionality, number of clusters, number of data points,
and computation precision. Depending on these factors, our
software interface estimates the worst-case memory requirement
for each pipeline stage and decides the suitable data layout
that results in maximum parallelism. We pre-evaluate each
clustering algorithm once offline. This enables our software
interface to find an optimal data layout and register/instructor
values using a very limited algorithm and workload parameters.

VIII. RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup

We have designed a cycle-accurate simulator based on
scikit-learn [64], [65] that emulates DUAL functionality during
different clustering algorithms. For the hardware design, we
use HSPICE for circuit-level simulations to measure the energy
consumption and performance of all the DUAL operations
in 28nm technology. Energy consumption and performance
are also cross-validated using NVSim [66]. We used system
Verilog and Synopsys Design Compiler [67] to implement and
synthesize the DUAL controller. For parasitics, we used the
same simulation setup considered by work in [53]. In DUAL,
the interconnects are model in both circuit and architecture
levels. In circuit-level, we simulate the cost of inter-tile
communication while in architecture we model and evaluate
intra-tile communications. The robustness of all proposed
circuits, i.e., interconnect, has been verified by considering
10% process variations on the size and threshold voltage
of transistors using 5000 Monte Carlo simulations. DUAL
works with any bipolar resistive technology which is the most
commonly used in existing NVMs. In order to have the highest
similarity to commercially available 3D Xpoint, we adopt the
memristor device with a VTEAM model [68]. The model
parameters of the memristor are chosen to produce a switching
delay of 1ns, a voltage pulse of 1V and 2V for RESET and
SET operations in order to fit practical devices [48], [49].

Table II shows detailed configurations of DUAL consisting of
64 tiles. Each tile has 256 crossbar memory blocks. In each tile,
the crossbar memory takes the majority of the area and power
consumption, while the counters are taking less than 0.7% and
3.1% of the tile area and power. Each tile takes 0.84mm2 area
and consumes 1.76W power. The total DUAL area and average
power consumption are 53.57mm2 and 113.51W respectively.

Table III lists the energy consumption, execution time, and
the required memory of each DUAL operation. All results are
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TABLE II
DUAL PARAMETERS.

Components Param Spec Area Power

Crossbar array size 1Mb 3136µm2 6.14mW
Sense Amp number 1K 57.13µm2 2.38mW

Counter number 1 24.06µm2 0.27mW
Memory Block number 1 3217.19 µm2 8.79mW

Tile Memory num block 256 0.82mm2 1.57W
Interconnect num wire 1k/row 0.01mm2 62.08mW
Controller number 1 289.2µm2 131.75mW

Tile size 32MB 0.84mm2 1.76W

Total number 64 Tiles 53.57mm2 113.51Wsize 2GB

TABLE III
DETAILS OF DUAL SUPPORTED OPERATIONS.

Operations Size
Energy

Consumption
Execution

Time
Required
Memory

Hamming Computing 7-bits 1632fJ 200/100 ps 3-bits/row
Nearest Search 4-bits 1214fJ 200 ps 1-bit/row

Addition 8-bit 2.3pJ 98.4ns 12-bits/row
Multiplication 8-bit 67.7pJ 448.3ns 155-bits/row

Division 8-bit 72.5pJ 561.4ns 168-bits/row
Data Transfer 1-bit 748fJ 1.1ns 1bit/row

reported for a row-parallel case in 28nm technology node when
we perform the computation on a single block with 1k rows.
In contrast to conventional CAM architectures that consume a
huge amount of power, DUAL enables the search operation in
4-bi/7-bit granularity’s, resulting in very lower power density.

B. Workloads

We evaluate DUAL efficiency on three popular clustering
algorithms: hierarchical clustering, K-means, and DBSCAN.
The evaluations are performed on several large-scale datasets
including actual and synthetic datasets. Table IV lists 7 popular
datasets selected from UCI machine learning website [69].
We also evaluated DUAL efficiency on large-scaled synthetic
data consisting of 10k, 1 million, and 10 million data points.
The synthetic data is generated random data with 100 cluster
centers, radius range of [rl ,rh] = [0..

√
2,
√

2..
√

32], and noise
rate of 0-10%. Synthetic data has differet sizes, from 400 MB
(Synthetic 1) to 40 GB (Synthetic 3). To measure cluster quality,
we rely on correct labels of data points and find out how many
points were classified in a cluster that does not reflect the label
associated with the point. For assigning a label to a cluster,
we find a label that is repeated the maximum number of times
in a cluster and assign that label to the cluster. We set the
number of clusters formed to be the same as the number of
labels available in the data set.

We compare DUAL with the efficient implementation of clus-
tering algorithms running on GPU. For hierarchical clustering,
we used the NVIDIA Graph Analytics library (nvGRAPH) [70].
We used [71] and [72] for GPU implementation of k-means
and DBSCAN algorithms, respectively. The experiments are
performed on an NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU. The performance
and energy of GPU are measured by the nvidia-smi tool.

C. Quality of Clustering

Figure 10a compares the quality of DUAL on three clustering
algorithms. For DUAL, each data point is encoded to D= 4,000
dimensions. The results are compared to the baseline algorithms
working with original data and using Euclidean distance. Our
result shows that DUAL provides comparable accuracy to the

TABLE IV
WORKLOADS.

Datasets # Data Point # Features # Clusters Description

MNIST 60000 784 10 Handwritten Digits [73]
FACIAL 27965 300 2 Grammatical Facial Expressions [74]
UCIHAR 7667 561 12 Human Activity Using Smartphones [75]
SEIZURE 11500 178 5 Epileptic Seizure [76]
SENSOR 13910 129 6 Gas Sensor Array Drift [77]

GESTURE 9880 50 5 Gesture Phase Segmentation [78]
ISOLET 7797 617 26 Speech data [79]

Synthetic 1 100k 1000 50 100k data points
Synthetic 2 1M 1000 50 1 Millions data
Synthetic 3 10M 1000 50 10 Millions data

Fig. 10. (a) The quality of DUAL clustering and the baseline algorithm. (b-d)
comparison of DUAL and LSH when mapping data to different dimensionality.

baseline clustering algorithms. For example, over hierarchical
and DBSCAN (and k-means) DUAL provides on average 1.2%
and 0.4% higher (1.3% lower) average quality of clustering as
compared to the baseline algorithms.

We also compare the quality of DUAL with the clustering
algorithm using Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [34], [80],
[81]. Similar to DUAL, LSH can map data points to binary
vectors with large dimensionality in order to replace Euclidean
to hardware-friendly Hamming distance metric [24], [82],
[83]. Figure 10b-d compares the quality of clustering in
DUAL and LSH-based approaches. The results are shown
for the MNIST dataset. Our evaluation shows that in the
same dimensionality, DUAL provides a significantly higher
quality of clustering than LSH-based approaches. For example,
DUAL using D = 4,000 provides 5.9%, 5.2%, and 3.3% higher
quality of clustering than LSH-based approach implementing
hierarchical, k-means, and DBSCAN clustering. This higher
quality comes from the non-linearity of the HD-mapper that
keeps the similarity of the original data in high-dimensional
space, while LSH tries to keep approximate distances in a
linear way. In addition, we observe that algorithms have
different sensitivities to dimension reduction. For example,
DUAL accelerating hierarchical clustering can provide a high
quality of clustering even when dimensionality reduces to
D = 2,000. In contrast, k-means is more sensitive to dimension
reduction.

Figure 11 visualizes the clustering of UCIHAR dataset using
the baseline hierarchical clustering and DUAL using D= 4,000
and 1,000. For visualization, we used t-SNE technique [84]
which represents high-dimensional data in 2-dimensional space.
In the UCIHAR dataset, the clustering space is 561-dimensional.
The true cluster labels are indicated by different colors. The
visualization indicates that DUAL using D = 4,000 results in
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Fig. 11. t-SNE visualizations of the baseline hierarchical learning and DUAL
with different dimensionalities.

a more clustering-friendly space compared to clustering in
the original space. As we decrease the dimensionality of the
mapped hypervectors, DUAL quality of clustering reduces. For
example, DUAL using D = 1,000 provides 5.7% lower quality
as compared to DUAL using D = 4,000 dimensionality.
D. DUAL Efficiency

Figure 12 compares DUAL energy efficiency and perfor-
mance with the baseline clustering algorithms running on
GPU. Our evaluation shows that DUAL running all clustering
algorithms provides on average 58.8× speedup and 251.3×
energy efficiency improvement as compared to the baseline
GPU-based approach. The higher DUAL efficiency comes
from: (i) enabling a large amount of parallelism, supported
by ensuring the data availability in each block. The GPU has
resources/cores to parallelize up to four thousand operations.
Due to the weakness of the existing von-Neumann architectures,
even these small number of cores are usually underutilized
(28% utilization running hierarchical clustering). In contrast,
DUAL can perform up to 8 million parallel operations by
enabling row-level and block-level parallelisms. We also
maximize DUAL utilization using the proposed pipelined that
ensures data availability in each core, i.e., memory block.
(ii) DUAL addresses the overhead of data movement by not
only eliminating the external data movement (between the
processing cores and memory), but also eliminating the internal
data movement between the memory blocks. This internal data
transfer is minimized by exploiting the interconnects and bit-
serial/row-parallel data transfers between the neighbor blocks.

DUAL is an algorithm-hardware co-design. Without HD-
mapper, DUAL cannot support euclidean distance entirely in
PIM. Similarly, without DUAL Hamming computing hardware,
using HD-mapper does not provide computation efficiency. We
run DUAL code (high-dimensional clustering) on the same GPU
as the baseline. We observe that clustering in high-dimensional
space using HD mapper (LSH mapper) runs on average 12.8×
and 3.1× (2.8× and 1.06×) slower and less energy efficient
than clustering on the original space running on the same GPU.
This is because GPUs have lower parallelism (# of cores)
than PIM architecture, thus they get higher benefit running
arithmetic operations on low-dimensional vectors, rather than
binary computation over long vectors. In other words, DUAL
efficiency comes from revisiting clustering algorithms based
on the hardware/technology requirements.

Algorithms Efficiency: DUAL efficiency depends on the
operations involved in each algorithm; a portion of search-based
and arithmetic operations. In search-based operations, DUAL
is significantly faster and more efficient than the equivalent
CMOS-based logic. In terms of arithmetic operations, DUAL
efficiency highly depends on the amount of parallelism. In
fact, in a single arithmetic operation, e.g., 32-bit multiplication,

DUAL is about 60× slower than CMOS-based logic. This is
because our approach supports arithmetic using a series of NOR-
based operations. However, the large amount of parallelism
supported by DUAL results in a higher overall DUAL efficiency.
Looking at different algorithms, DUAL provides the maximum
efficiency over hierarchical clustering and DBSCAN as these
algorithms are mostly involved in search-based operations. For
example, DUAL running hierarchical clustering (DBSCAN)
provides on average 67.1× (71.7×) speedup and 328.7×
(293.3×) energy efficiency as compared to a GPU-based
approach. In contrast, k-means involves a large amount of slow
arithmetic operation (during cluster update), thus providing
only 37.5× speedup and 131.6× energy efficiency as compared
to GPU.

DUAL Configurations: To show the impact of each
optimization, Figure 12 shows the DUAL efficiency without
using the proposed interconnects and counters. Our evaluation
shows that DUAL without interconnects can still outperform
GPU efficiency. The impact of the interconnects is more crucial
on the hierarchical clustering algorithm (3.9× slow down
without interconnect), as it requires interconnects to write
all pairwise computations on different distance blocks located
in the same row. In k-means, DUAL computes the distance to
a limited amount of cluster centers; thus, datasets with more
number of cluster centers are more affected by interconnect
elimination. DBSCAN has the least sensitivity to interconnects
(1.6× slow down without interconnect), as it computes the
Hamming distance to a single data point at each iteration.
Therefore, it uses very few neighbor distance blocks to store
the distance vector.

Figure12 also shows DUAL efficiency without counter blocks.
As NVMs are slow in the write operation, without the counter,
the Hamming computing will be significantly slow down.
This slow down in more obvious on hierarchical clustering as
Hamming computing takes 41% of the total GPU execution. For
example, the results show that without counters DUAL works on
average 2.7×, 2.1×, and 2.4× slower than the baseline DUAL
running hierarchical, k-means, and DBSCAN algorithms.
E. DUAL Quality-Efficiency Tradeoff

As we explained in Section VIII-C, DUAL quality of
clustering depends on the dimensionality of the encoded data.
We exploit the robustness of DUAL to dimension reduction
in order to improve the computation efficiency. DUAL using
lower dimension provides: (i) faster computations, e.g., fewer
iterations for Hamming computing and nearest search, and
accordingly lower bit-width to perform distance update. (ii) In
addition, a lower D reduces the amount of memory requirement
and internal data movement between the blocks during the
cluster update. Figure 13 shows the impact of dimension
reduction on DUAL computation efficiency. The results are
reported when we ensure less than 1% and 2% quality
loss on all tested datasets as compared to DUAL using full
dimensionality (D = 4,000). Our evaluation shows that DUAL
computation efficiency depends on the clustering algorithm.
Hierarchical clustering has high robustness to dimension
reduction (as shown in Figure 10b), thus provides 90.6× and
443.9× (116.7× and 572.2×) speedup and energy efficiency
while providing only 1% (2%) quality loss. In contrast, k-
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Fig. 12. Efficiency in different configurations.

means quality changes significantly with dimension reduction
(as shown in Figure 10c), resulting in only 42.2× and 139.5×
(46.5× and 146.4×) average speedup and energy efficiency
improvement with 1% (2%) quality loss.

F. Parallelism & Scalability

Figure14 shows the energy consumption and execution
time of DUAL providing different levels of parallelism. The
results are normalized to DUAL using a single copy of encoded
data (parallelism:1). In this low-power mode, DUAL saves the
encoded data in the data blocks, enabling serially Hamming
distance computation over data points. The clustering task can
be also performed without significant data transfer between
the blocks and tiles. In high-performance mode, DUAL saves
multiple copies of the encoded data points into a single
or different tile, providing a parallel Hamming computing.
However, this parallelism comes at the expense of increasing the
number of data transfer between the blocks, especially during
the clustering phase. We evaluate the efficiency of parallelism
over two different dataset sizes: 1K and 100K data points.
Our results show that using small datasets, DUAL computation
speeds up linearly with the level of parallelism. However, using
large datasets, the overhead of internal data transfer saturates
the DUAL speedup. We also observe that hierarchical clustering
requires a lower amount of parallelism for performance
saturation. This is because hierarchical clustering stores all
pairwise distance values, requiring more blocks/tiles to cluster
the same number of data points. In contrast, k-means and
DBSCAN only store k (number of cluster centers) and one
distance similarity, providing higher computation density.

Figure 14 shows DUAL computation speedup for hierarichal
clsutering when using synthetic datasets with 100K, 10M, and
100M data points (listed in Table IV). Similar to parallelism,
increasing the number of chips results in higher performance,
but increases the cost of data transfer between different chips.
For example, increasing the level of parallelism by a factor of
two, only results in 1.6× and 1.4× speedup over 100k and 10M
data point. The lower improvement in larger datasets comes
from the overhead of a large amount of data movement. In a
fair comparison, DUAL using 16 chips provide the same area
as an NVIDIA GPU. In this configuration, DUAL using 10M
data points provides 621.1× and 4.6× speedup as compared
to GPU and DUAL using 1-chip, respectively.

Fig. 13. Efficiency in different levels of quality loss.

G. Breakdown

Figure 15a shows the average DUAL computation efficiency
with In-Memory data-parallel Processor (IMP) [15]. IMP
offloads the PIM-compatible operations of a program into
analog-PIM. These operations are the addition, multiplication,
and dot product. For hierarchical clustering and DBSCAN, IMP
can only offload/accelerate the similarity search (Euclidean dis-
tance), which only takes 24.5% and 29% of total GPU execution
(Figure 15b). This results in about 1.6× and 1.3× speedup
over GPU. In contrast, in k-means, IMP operations can be used
to accelerate both similarity check and cluster update (92% of
GPU execution as shown in Figure 15b), resulting in 12.1×
speedup and 27.2× energy efficiency improvement as compared
to GPU. DUAL using a 4-chips provides a similar chip area as
IMP. In this configuration, DUAL provides 136.2×, 9.8×, and
168.1× speedup than IMP over hierarchical clustering, k-means,
and DBSCAN, respectively. This efficiency mainly comes from
DUAL capability in processing all clustering operations in a
parallel.

Figure 15b shows the breakdown of the DUAL operations
running different clustering applications. Our evaluation shows
that DUAL encoding module takes less than 5% of the
total execution time. For hierarchical clustering, clustering
(nearest search) dominates the execution, as DUAL performs
clustering functionality multiple times over the distance matrix.
For k-means, the center update takes the majority of the
execution time, as DUAL arithmetic operations are slower
than search-based operations. For DBSCAN, the center update
is computationally simple; thus the Hamming computing and
nearest search take the majority of the execution time.

H. DUAL Lifetime and Device Variability

We evaluate the lifetime of DUAL depending on the number
of write operations in the memory devices. one of the main
advantages of DUAL is its high robustness to noise and failure.
DUAL store information as holographic distribution of patterns
in high-dimensional space. In this representation, all dimensions
are equally contributing to storing information. Therefore,
failures on a dimension may not result in losing the entire data.
Prior work shows that the endurance of the memristor device

has ranged between 109 to 1011 [85]. During the lifetime of
DUAL, the number of write operations affects the functionality
of the device. Here, we manage the DUAL endurance by
uniformly distributing the number of writes to all bitlines.
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Fig. 14. (a) DUAL speedup in different level of parallelism, (b) scalability
using different # of chips.

Since all memory blocks support the same functionality, in a
long time period, DUAL uses different blocks as data blocks.
In addition, DUAL exploits different columns of each memory
to perform arithmetic operations. Our evaluation shows that
assuming the arrays are continuously used, DUAL can work
accurately for 13.5 years. Considering a Gaussian distribution
for device failure (endurance distribution), DUAL will still work
with less than 1% and 2% quality loss after 17.2 and 19.6
years. In DUAL, each tile controller keeps track of the number
of times that each memory block is used for computation. This
provides an estimation of the number of writes in the memory
without paying significant cost for endurance management.

In practice, the memristor devices might have variation due
to thermal or process variations. Here, we consider the impact
of up to 50% variations on the OFF/ON memristor values. Our
evaluation shows that decreasing the Ro f f /Ron slows down
the arithmetic and search-based operations. In 50% variations
(Ro f f /Ron∼ 50), DUAL ensures the exact computation by using
350ps and 1.8ns clock frequency for the search and NOR-based
operations. In architecture-level, this variation results in 1.83×
slower and 1.45× less energy efficiency of DUAL. However,
DUAL efficiency is still much higher than the GPU.

IX. RELATED WORK

Clustering Acceleration: Several prior works tried to
accelerate clustering algorithms on GPU, FPGA, and ASIC
designs [72], [86]–[90]. To accelerate computation, prior works
tried to simplify clustering operations [35]–[37]. For example,
Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) was introduced in order
to give an efficient algorithm for nearest neighbor search in
high-dimensional space. This approach simplifies the similarity
search of hashed data to the Hamming distance metric which
can be implemented more efficiently in the hardware [91], [92].
However, the current computing systems are still significantly
slow in processing large datasets, as the main computation still
relies on CMOS-based cores, thus has limited parallelism.

Processing in-memory: To address the data movement
issue, work in [93] proposed a neural cache architecture that
re-purposes caches for parallel in-memory computing. Work
in [94], [95] modified DRAM architecture to accelerate DNN
inference by supporting matrix multiplication in memory. In
contrast, DUAL performs a row-parallel and non-destructive
bitwise operation inside non-volatile memory without using
any sense amplifiers. In addition, these approaches do not
support Hamming computing and the nearest search which
are essential for clustering applications. The capability of
non-volatile memories (NVMs) to act as both storage and
processing units has encouraged research in Processing In-
Memory (PIM) [16], [17], [96]. NVM-based PIMs have been
used to accelerate a wide range of big data applications

Fig. 15. (a) DUAL vs. IMP [15] efficiency. (b) Computation breakdown of
GPU and DUAL.

such as supervised learning [14], [17], [18], [96]–[99], graph
processing [9], [11], [100]. Work in [101], [102] designed
NVM-based Boltzmann machine capable of solving a broad
class of deep learning and optimization problems. Work
in [18] and [17] designed new architectures to accelerate
Deep Neural Network (DNN) inference using analog-PIM.
Work in [14], extended PIM functionality to support the
training phase of DNN algorithms. Work in [15] exploited
analog-PIM to accelerate general data-intensive workloads
by offloading the PIM-compatible operations into the PIM
accelerator. However, these architectures: (i) do not support the
majority of operations involved in clustering algorithms [16],
[18], e.g., similarity/nearest search, (ii) require ADC/DAC
blocks that dominate total chip area/power, e.g., 98% of chip
area and 87% of total power in [18].

In addition, work in [16] proposed a PIM architecture that
supports floating-point arithmetic operations over digital data.
However, all existing clustering algorithms are based on the
search-based operations that cannot be supported by arithmetic
operations. Prior works also exploited digital PIM operations
to accelerate different applications such as DNNs [46], [103],
[104], brain-inspired computing [39], [105], [106], object
recognition [107], graph processing [108], [109], and database
applications [45], [110]. However, the designs do not support
high-level operations used in clustering. In contrast, DUAL
supports all operations involved in clustering algorithms using
parallelized in-memory operations. It also removes the necessity
of ADC/DAC blocks; thus providing high throughput/area.

Search-based PIMs: There are several work used NVM-
based CAM to support the nearest absolute [46] or Hamming
distance [39] search. These approximate analog searches cannot
be used to perform clustering that required actual distance value.
In contrast, DUAL is the first digital-based architecture that
computes Hamming distance without using costly ADC/DAC
blocks. There are recent work used other NVM technologies,
e.g., FeFET and STT-RAMs or multi-level cells (MLCs), to
design CAM blocks [111]–[113]. For example, work in [114]
designed CAM with exact search capability using MLCs. DUAL
idea is orthogonal to NVM technology as it can exploit the same
peripherals to support Hamming computing on any CAMs.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the first digital-based processing
in-memory architecture (DUAL) to accelerate a wide range
of popular unsupervised learning algorithms. DUAL maps all
data points into high-dimensional space, replacing complex
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clustering operations with memory-friendly operations. We
accordingly designed a PIM-based architecture that supports
all essential operations in a highly parallel and scalable way.
Our evaluation shows that DUAL provides a comparable quality
of clustering to existing clustering algorithms while providing
a 58.8× speedup and a 251.2× energy efficiency improvement
as compared to the existing NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU.
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